Structure-function analysis of human glucose-6-phosphatase, the enzyme deficient in glycogen storage disease type 1a.
Glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase) is the enzyme deficient in glycogen storage disease type 1a, an autosomal recessive disorder. We have previously identified six mutations in the G6Pase gene of glycogen storage disease type 1a patients and demonstrated that these mutations abolished or greatly reduced enzymatic activity of G6Pase, a hydrophobic protein of 357 amino acids. Of these, four mutations (R83C, R295C, G222R, and Q347X) are missense and one (Q347X) generates a truncated G6Pase of 346 residues. To further understand the roles and structural requirements of amino acids 83, 222, 295, and those at the carboxyl terminus in G6Pase catalysis, we characterized mutant G6Pases generated by near-saturation mutagenesis of the aforementioned amino acids. Substitution of Arg-83 with amino acids of diverse structures including Lys, a conservative change, yielded mutant G6Pase with no enzymatic activity. On the other hand, substitution of Arg-295 with Lys (R295K) retained high activity, and R295N, R295S, and R295Q exhibited moderate activity. All other substitutions of Arg-295 had no G6Pase activity, suggesting that the role of Arg-295 is to stabilize the protein either by salt bridge or hydrogen-bond formation. Substitution of Gly-222, however, remained functional unless a basic (Arg or Lys), acidic (Asp), or large polar (Gln) residue was introduced, consistent with the hydrophobic requirement of codon 222, which is predicted to be in the fourth membrane-spanning domain. It is possible that Arg-83 is involved in stabilizing the enzyme (His)-phosphate intermediate formed during G6Pase catalysis. There exist 9 conserved His residues in human G6Pase. His-9, His-119, His-252, and His-353 reside on the same side of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane as Arg-83. Whereas H119A mutant G6Pase had no enzymatic activity, H9A, H252A, and H353A mutant G6Pases retained significant activity. Substitution of His-119 with amino acids of diverse structures also yielded mutant G6Pase with no activity, suggesting that His-119 is the phosphate acceptor in G6Pase catalysis. We also present data demonstrating that the carboxyl-terminal 8 residues in human G6Pase are not essential for G6Pase catalysis.